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EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS IN A POPULATION DYNAMICS

PROBLEM*

By

GASTON E. HERNANDEZ1

Pontificia Universidud Catolica de Chile, Santiago

Abstract. In this paper we show the existence of a solution for the Gurtin-MacCamy

model in population dynamics with age dependence and diffusion. We also discuss the

behavior of this solution.

1. Introduction. We consider the population dynamics model with age dependence and

diffusion proposed by Gurtin and MacCamy in a series of papers [1-8]. In this theory

p(a, t, x) represents the population distribution of age "a" at time "f"; x is the space

variable. There is a birth law

rOO

p(0, t,x)= / 0o(a, u(x, t))p(a, t, x) da,
Jo

where u(x, t) = /0°° p(a, t, x) da is the space population density. The initial age-space

distribution p(a, 0, x) = p0(a, jc) is assumed to be nonnegative, and the balance law is:

pu{a, t, x) + p,(a, t, x) + n(a, u(x, t))p(a, t, x) = -qx(a, t, x)

where q(a, t, x) = -kp(a, t, x)ux(x, t) is the diffusion velocity that corresponds to the

case in which species disperse to avoid crowding.

It is also assumed that the death modulus ^(a, u) is independent of a, and that the birth

modulus is /30(a, u) = fi(u)e~a" which models the case in which individuals are more

fertile at younger ages. The case in which the birth modulus /? and the death modulus ju do

not depend on the actual population u, have been treated by MacCamy [8] in the case of

limited environment.
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We integrate the differential equation from 0 to oo, with respect to a, assuming that

p(a, t, x) tends to 0 as a tends to oo. Also, we multiply it by e~aa and integrate from 0 to

oo. We arrive at

u, + n(u)u - p0(u)G = (uux)x,

G, + [m(") + « + &(«)]<? = {Gux)x,

u(x, 0) = u0(x), G(x, 0) = G0(x),

where G is the auxiliary function

/•oo

G(x,t)= / e~aap(a, t, x) da
J0

and

/•OO /•OO

"o(*)=/ P0(a,x)da, G0(x)= e'aap0(a, x) da.
Jo Jo

The natural assumption for /? and ju. is that they are positive smooth functions, such that

/?(u) is decreasing in u and /a(u) is increasing in u. However, in this work we will assume

only that both functions are uniformly bounded along with their first derivatives.

This problem is of most interest when the initial datum u0(x) has compact support, so

we assume w0(.x) 5* 0 for |x| < xv and u0(x) = 0 for |x| > xv Also, from the definition of

u0 and G0, we can see that if for some x, p0(a, x) = 0 almost everywhere in a, then

u0(x) = G0(x) = 0. Similarly if p0(a, x) > 0 in a set of finite measure, then 0 < G0(x) <

u0(x).

We introduce the quotient function q(x, t) defined by q(x, t)u(x, t) = G(x, t) and

q0(x, t)u0(x, t) = t). With this new function the system becomes

2 (!)
(uux)x + [p(u)q - n(u)]u = u„

It ~ ux1x = (P(u) ~ a)q _ P(u)q2, ^

u(x,0) = uo(x),q(x,0) = q0(x),

with the assumptions u0(x) > 0 and 0 < m < q0(x) < 1.

It is well known that even for the porous medium equation (uux)x = ut, with real

analytic data, we can not expect to obtain classical solutions for all times, unless the initial

data is strictly positive. We introduce a suitable definition of weak solutions for the system

(1) and (2), in the following way:

Assume u and q are classical solutions of the system. Multiplying (1) by q, (2) by u, and

substracting, we arrive at

("?)« = \(u2)xq +{/3(u) - a - n{u)) uq.

We let = (-oo, oo) X (0, T) and define a test function <p(x, t) as a continuously

differentiable function in S2r, with compact support in 0,T, and that equals 0 near T.
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Then multiplying this equation and Eq. (1) by <> and integrating over £2r, we obtain

- U<f>,dx dt

= I [fi(u)q — n(u)]u§ dx dt + u0(x)<f>(x,0) dx,
JJaT jr

(3)

// [ \ ^"2 ^ "q<i>x ~ Uq<i>' ] dx dt

~ 11 [/S(w) — « — ju(w)] uqfy dx d£ + / uo(x)qo(x)7r(x,0) dx.
J JaT jr

(4)

Thus, we define a weak solution of problem (1) and (2) as a pair of functions u, q such

that: u is continuous in u2 is differentiable with respect to x in the sense of

distributions, q belongs to Lfoc(fir) and u and q satisfy (4) for any function <p continu-

ously differentiable in 0,T, with compact support in S2r that equals 0 near T.

In this work we answer in the affirmative the question of existence, proposed by Gurtin

in [1] as an open problem.

The main difficulty of the proof lies in the fact that (1) is not a uniformly parabolic

equation because u0(x) = 0 for |jc| larger than x1. Thus, first we obtain approximating

solutions Mf and qe, with positive initial data u0(x) + e and q0(x). Still, it is not possible

to solve the system directly even with positive smooth initial data because of the presence

of the function q in (1) which, being a solution of a first-order differential equation, does

not allow good a priori estimates for the function u. Thus, we consider another approxi-

mation problem by taking q{n), a "nice" version of q, instead of q. Once we obtain

classical solutions to this last problem, we let n tend to oo and then let e tend to 0.

To solve the approximating problems, we integrate the equation for q along the

characteristics defined by -ux, obtaining an explicit expression for the solution, together

with some estimates in the supremum norm of the difference of two such solutions. Some

estimates for the gradient of q are also obtained. Then, we substitute this solution in the

first equation and solve for u. To this scheme we apply the Schauder Fixed Point Theorem

to obtain a solution for the system.

2. Some lemmas and notations. Through this paper differentiation is indicated by

subscripts, £2r = {(x,t)/x eR, 0 < t < T), and £2r= {(x, t)/x e R, 0 < x < T).

C21(J2r) is the Banach Space consisting of functions u(x, t) defined in &T with continu-

ous second derivatives in x, and continuous first derivative in t. Ca(&T) is the space of

functions u(x, t) defined in S2, for which the a-norm,

, , Iu(x, t) —(y, s)|
" a = SUP l"l + SUP    ' —J

a a \x - y\a + \t - s\a/1
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is bounded in £2,; C2 + a(0r) is the space of functions u(x, t) for which the 2 + a norm

Iwl2-h« = \uxx\» + \ux\a + \ui\a + M«'s bounded in K(a, b, c,...) are constants that

depend on a, b, c, etc. The following results will be used in the proof.

Lemma 1. (The Holder property). Let u e C21(fir) be a solution of

uuxx + (ux)2 = h(x, /, u)( U — £) = un

u(x,0) = u0(x) + f, (5)

such that e < u < M, \h\ ^ Mx, ux, u, are bounded and \u0, u0 | ^ M0. Then the a-norm

of w is bounded by a constant Kx depending only on a, M, M0, and T, i.e.,

\u(x,t) )\ forany,.veR. J,, s= [0, T}.

The proof of this lemma is given in [9] and consists in considering the function

\x - y\2 + K\t - s\a/1

at a point of maximum.

Lemma 2. (Bounds for the gradient of u). Let u e C21(S2r) be a solution of

uuxx +{ux)2 +(P(u)q - fi(u))(u ~ e) = u,,

u(x, 0) = u0(x) + e. (6)

Assume that \qx\ < Nv |<7| < 1, \h(x, t, u)\ = \/3(u)q - n(u)\ < -W,, e < u < A/, and ux,

uxx bounded in Then there exist constants and K3 depending only on M, M0, and

Mx such that for any c positive, \ux\2 < K2 + K3/c + cN2 in £2r.

The proof of this lemma, also given in [9], is a direct application of Bershtein's

technique to Eq. (6).

3. The e-w-approximation problems. To prove existence of solutions of (1) and (2) we

solve first the e-«-approximation problems;

uuxx + w2 +{fi(u)q(n) - ix(u))(u - e) = un (7)

q, - uxqx = {/}(u) - cx)q - (${u)q2,

w(x,0) = u0(x) + e, q(x,0) = q0(x), (8)

where q(/l) is a "smoothed" version of q. That is to say, if k is a nonnegative Cx function

in R2 such that k(r) = 0 for \r\ > 1, k is symmetric in r and // k(r) dr = 1, we define

k„(r) = nk(nr) and q(n)(r) = // klt(r - s)q(r) ds. We note that if q e L2, q{n) is a C00

sequence of functions that converge to q in L2. If q is continuous, q{n) converge to q

uniformly on compact sets.

To prove that this system has a solution we first study equation (8) in terms of

existence, bounds for the gradient of q and bounds for the difference of two solutions.

Then we apply the Leray-Schauder Fixed Point Theorem as presented in Friedman [10] to

obtain a classical solution of (7) and (8).
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The following two lemmas establish existence of solutions for Eq. (8) given the function

u.

~>2
Lemma 3. Let v e C~ + a(i2r), m < q0(x) < 1 and |u|2 + a ^ K4. Then the problem

h ~ Mx = (P(v) - «)<? - P(v)q2,

q{x,0) = qo(x) (9)

has a unique solution q(x, t) in fiy, given by

q( x, t) = efS(Pl»)-<»ds ftp(v)e-fofiiD)-a)d'dt + qol{X( 0))
Jc\

(10)

where fi(v) = fi(v(x(t), /))■ The integration is along the characteristic curves defined by

-fa = -vx(x, t), X(t\i,x) = x. (11)

Proof. We define characteristic functions X(t\ t,x) by means of (11). Since vx is

Lipschitz continuous there is always a unique local solution of this equation. Further,

since vx is also bounded in this local solution can be made global by extending it to

the boundary of [0, 7*] X R. The usual techniques of maximum principles can be applied

to show that if q, qx are bounded in and m < q0(x) < 1, then me~°" < q(x, t) < 1. In

particular we expect q to be a positive function. Let

p(x, t) = q~l(x, t)eMP(»(X(s).s))-a]ds^ (12)

If we assume that q is a solution of (9), then p satisfies

Pt~ VXPX = P(x,t), p{x,0) = qoHx), (13)

where /3(x, t) = P(v(x, t))e*olP("(xc>,s))-a]ds,

Integrating this equation along characteristics from 0 to t we obtain

p(x,~t) =/»(*(0),0) + £fi(X(s),s) ds. (14)

This, together with (12), gives expression (10) for q(x, t). The solution thus obtained is

just a formal one, but it can be proved by direct differentiation and by the fact that

X,(t) - vx(x, t)Xs(t) = 0 for every?, (15)

that (10) is a solution of (9). The uniqueness follows from Haar's lemma.

4. Estimates for \p — q\ and \qx\.

Lemma 4. (Estimates for \p - q\). Let v, w e C2 + a(S2), |y, w\2 + a < K4, \v - w|2 + a < 8

and p, q solutions of (9) with v and w, respectively. That is,

q, - Mx = (P(v) - a)q - P(v)q2, (16)

P, - wxPx = (0(w) - a)p - (6(w)p:, (17)

with <7(jc,0) = p(x,0) = q0(x).

Then \p — q\ < K8 where K5 depends only on K4, T, and qQ.
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Proof. Let A\(t\ t, x) and X2(t\ t, x) be the characteristics defined by

3X ,
— =-vx{xx,/), X\(t) = x,

0 X.
~^=-wx(X2,t), X2(i) = x. (18)

Let X3(t) = \Xx{t) — X2{t)\. Then subtracting both equations in (18) and using Gronwall's

inequality we obtain

X3(t)< T\vx - wx\^^T ^ Te^rS.

Now, since p and q are given by the same expression (10) (with /3(v) for q, P(w) for p,

etc.), subtracting these formulae we arrive at an expression that contains multiples

(depending on K4, l/?^, T, etc.) of (i(v) - This in turn is bounded by /?', u - w,

and Xx — X2, and is therefore bounded by a constant K times 8.

Lemma 5. ( Bounds for the gradient of q). Let u be as in Lemma 1 and q given by (10), with

dX/dt = uY(X, t) and X(t) = x. Then \q~\ < Ks\ux\x and \q,\ < K$\ux\i., where Ki =

K5(e, T, My, M0).

Proof. Differentiating the characteristic equations with respect to the parameter jc, we

obtain

0 X-x/%t=-uxx(X,t)X-x, X7x(t) = 1,

so Xx = e l'u"x(S(s),s)ds. Using the differential equation for uxx and integrating, we obtain

|X-| < (M/e)enMl + l). Then by (15), \X,\ < (M/e)eT(M,+1)\ux\00. Differentiating the ex-

pression for q(x, t), we obtain that qx is bounded by multiples of /?', ux, X-, qn \ and q'0,

so that qx is bounded by a constant Ks(e, T, Mx, M0) times ImJ^. The same argument is

valid for \qr\.

5. Existence of solutions of the e-«-approximating problems.

Theorem 1. Under the given hypotheses for u0, q0, /?, and jn. there exists a classical

solution in of

uuxx + "x + (/3(")^<„) - m("))(" - e) = "m

<7, " uxqx = iP(u) - a)q - P{u)q2,

u(x,0) = uq( x) + e, q(x,0) = q0(x). (19)

Proof. Let V be the convex set in C2 + a(fiT) consisting of all functions w with

|w|2 + a < Kb and w > e. We define T: V -> C2 + a(fir) in the following way. Given

w e W, M2 + a < KA, by Lemma 3 there exists a unique solution q of

1, ~ wx1x = (P(w) - x)q - P(w)q2,

q{x, 0) = q0(x).

By the maximum principle, me~°" < q(x, t) < 1. Thus qin) e C°°(S2r) and |q{n)\a < 2n

for any a e (0,1). Now consider the problem

E(u)uxx + u2x + (/3(")<?<„) " /*("))(« - e) = u»

u(x, 0) = u0(x) + e, (20)
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where E{u) is a C00 function of u that equals § for u < t; it increases up to £ in (f, e) and

equals u for u > e. This problem has a unique solution u e C2 + °(S2r), |w|2 + 0 < ^(e, «)•

By the maximum principle e < u < M(e, «); then E(u) = u. Actually u is the unique

solution in C2+a(£lT) of Eq. (20) that satisfies these conditions. We let u = T(w) and

choose Ka > K(e, n) and a > a. Then T maps V into V. Since bounded sets in C2+°(S2r)

are precompact in C2 + a(Qr) with 0 < a < a < 1, we obtain that T(V) is precompact.

Next we prove that T is continuous. We let u — T(w)z = T(v). If we subtract the

corresponding q and p we find that \q - p\x < K(K4)S when |i> - w|2 + a < S. Thus

|q{n) - P(„)\a < K(K4, n)8. We then set S = u - z and note that 5 satisfies the linear

equation

«Sxx+(ux + zx)Sx + c(x, t)S - S, = f(x, t),

S(x, 0) = 0,

where

and

:(x, t) = (P(u)q(n) - n(u)) +(z - e)(p(n)P'(-) ~ /*'(")) +

f(x,t) = P(u)(z - e)(q(n)-pin)).

We also have that u ^ e, ux + zx is bounded by K4, c(x, t) is bounded by a multiple of K4

and the a-norm of f(x, t) is bounded by a multiple of the a-norm of q{n) - p(n), i.e., it is

bounded by KS. Then by Theorem 5.1 in [11] we have |S|2 + a < K(K4, n, e)8. This

implies continuity.

Thus T has a fixed point in V, i.e., there exist functions u and q solutions of (20). Since

0 < me~aT < q < 1, by the maximum principle we obtain that e < u < Mx, where Mx =

( Mq + \)eM^T and M3 = l/?!^ + \fx\x. is independent of e and n.)

Also

UeC2 + a(tir), lul2+a<K(n,e),

q^C1+a(QT), \q\1+a<K(n,e),

l?l*. I?,I < ̂ (KL,£)-
Existence of solutions of the e-approximating problems. In this section we prove existence

of solutions of the system:

(""*)* +(£(")<7 - m(«))(« ~ <0 = u„ (21)

~ uxix= (/*(") ~ a)q - P(u)q2, (22)

w(jc,0) = M0(x) + e, q(x,0) = q0{x).

Theorem 2. Under the given hypothesis on /3, n, u0, and q0, there exists a (weak) solution

of (21) and (22) for each e > 0. That is to say, there exists a continuous function u,

(«2) v e L2oc(S2r) and a function q, q e L2oc(i2r), that satisfy

JJq [^("2) dxdt

- J J (fi{u)q - fi(u))(u — e) dx dt + J (u0(x) + e)<f>(jc,0) dx

(23)
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and

JJa [\(u2)xqOx - uq<f>, dxdt = JJ^ [(/3(u) - a - fi(u))uq<j>] dx dt

+ f (u0(x) + e)qo(x)4>(x,0) dx (24)
-'r

for every test function <f> over iiT.

Proof. By the previous theorem, for each n, we have u" e C2 + a(flr), q" e C^Qy) suc^

that

(kX), + [W»>(25)

q?-u"xq"x = (fi"-a)q"- fl(q")2,

u"(x,0) = u0(x) + e, q"(x,0) = q0(x). (26)

Multiplying (21) by q", (22) by u", and adding, we obtain

(u"q"), = |[((«")2)^"] v + (P" ~a- [i")unq"

+ P"u"q"(q"n) - q") - eq"(/3"q?n) - n"). (27)

If <p is a test function we multiply (25) and (26) by <p and integrate over to obtain

// [t((m")2)A ~ ""$> dxdt=jJ (P',ct"n)-~ £) dxdt

4- f (u0(x) + e)<j)(x,0) dx, (28)
•'r

and

«n4"<l>,}dxdt

= JJ (/?"-«- n")u"q"<t> dx dt + jj [l3"u"q"(q?n) - qn)<$>\ dxdt

-e [q"(P"q"„) - dxdt + f (uQ(x) + e)q0(x)<j>(x,0) dx.

(29)

Since \u"\a < Kl uniformly in n, there exists a subsequence {«"'} such that {«"'}

converges uniformly on compact sets to an a-Holder continuous function u. Moreover

l"L ̂  ^i-
By Lemma 5, \q"\ < K5(e)\u"\x, thus Nn = max|<7"| < AT5(e)|M"|00 is also finite. If we

put c = \K$2 in Lemma 2, we obtain

Kl2 < K2 + 2K,Kj + |I-LJ(/:S2|U»|200).
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Taking the supremum in the left-hand side we have |w"|£, < 2(AT2 + 2K3K$) so that

\q"\l, < 2K5(K2 + 2KiK2). Thus \q"\a and thus \q"n)\a can be bounded above by a

constant K10 depending only on e, Mx, T, and M0. If we put v = (u")2 we have

u"vxx + (P»q»H) - p")v ~v, = e(P"q"n) - p»)u". Since \u"\a < Kv u" > e and \q"\a <

we obtain that |u|2+a is bounded and consequently \u"\2+a is bounded by a constant

Ku(e). Then for a' < a, there exists a subsequence {u"2} that converges to u in

C2 + a(flr). In particular {u"2} converges uniformly to ux on compact sets. Also {q"2^}

converges pointwise to q and q"2(P"2q"J2) — n"2) converges pointwise to q{/3q — ju).

Therefore all the integrals converge in (28) and (29) and we have a weak solution u = «f,

q = qe of the problem (21), (22), that is to say, ut and qe satisfy

"A dx dt

(( [(/K"£)?E _ ~ e)]<j>dxdt + f (u0(x) + e)<t>(x,0) dx
J JQ, JV.

(30)

and

SLi / \
- U/L<P,dx dt

= (f [(0("e) - a - M"e))("e - «0<7t<>] dxdt + f (u0(x) + e)qo(x)<t>(x,0) dx
JJttT JR

(31)

for every test function <J> over S2r.

Since a e (0,1) is arbitrary instead of a' we can write again a. Moreover wE and qe

satisfy: ut e C2 + Q(S2r), |M£|2 + a < Kn(e), e Ca(UT), |^|a < Kn(e). In particular ue is

a classical solution of (6) or (21).

6. Convergence of the uf , qr solutions. The main theorem.

Theorem 3. Under the given hypotheses on /?, ju, uQ, and q0, there exists a weak solution

of problem (1) and (2), that is, there is a continuous function u, (u2)x e Lfoc(J27-), and a

bounded function q, q e L^^t-), that satisfy (3) and (4) for every test function cf> over

ttT.

Proof. Again by the Holder property, |Mf|a < Kx, so we can extract a subsequence {mEj }

that converges uniformly on compact sets to an a-Holder continuous function u. More-

over, |«|a < Kv Since {q,k} is uniformly bounded by 1, we can extract a subsequence

converging weakly to a function q in L^flj-). We call these sequences again {uk} and

{qk } and will prove that a subsequence {(ul )x) of {(u2k)x) converges pointwise to (u2)x,

so that all the integrals in (30) and (31) will converge as ek -» 0 proving that u and q are

solutions of (1) and (2).
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Let £>, be a rectangle of length j and width centered at (x, t) = (0,1), Q2 = 2Q3 and

£>i = 2Q2. Let /j(x, t),f2(x, t) be bounded in Q1 with \fx,f2\ < ^21- If 2 is a continuous

weak solution in Qx of

^(wzx + /i(*> 0) +f2(x,1)z = zr

with 5 < w < 4 and \z\li(q2) < /C22' then by Aronson-Serrin [13] (Theorems 2 and 3)

there exist constants C\, C2 depending only on tf21, K22 such that |z| < Cx and \z\a < C3

in {?3, f°r some a > 0. We use these facts to prove the next lemma.

Lemma 6 (Regularity). If 0 < uk(x0, t0) = 8 < M, then

l("*)*(•*<» <o)\ < Q(uk(xo> 'o))V4

and

\{u2k)x\a= C5(K2,M, Mt, t0, D0)

in a neighborhood D0 of (x0, /0).

Proof. We define a linear change of variables

x(£) = x0 + b8(2 + a)/2a£,

t(s) = t0 + b282/a(s - 1),

where b = min{(8A^1)"1/o, t0, M{2}, that maps Qx onto a neighborhood D0 of (jc0, f0).

Let w(£, s) = 8~1uk(x(£), t(s)) for (£, s) e Qv Then w satisfies: ww^ + w^ +

b282/ah(x, t, uk)(w - e8_1) = ws. We put h = b282/ah(x, t, uk) and z = (w2)£. Differen-

tiating with respect to £ we get

z5 = [wzj + 2h(w2 — e5~1vw)]

By the Holder property of uk and by the choice of b, |wA(x(£), t(s)) - uk(x0, f0)| < 8/4.

Thus dividing by 5, we obtain |w(£, s) - 1| ^ and consequently \ < w < §.

Since w is a solution of (7) in Qx we also have

II wGsd£ds = J J h(w — e81)G ds (32)
Qi Q\

for every test function G that vanishes on the (total) boundary of Qv Let g(£, s) be a C°°

function that takes values between 0 and 1, that is identically 1 in Q2 and with derivatives

g^ gs bounded by 4. Then the function G = w2g2 is an admissible function in (32). This

gives

([ g2{(w2)i)2 d£ds < Ci{Kx, /„).
JJQi

In particular,

= H {(w2)iY d£ds < C3.\Z\L2(Q2)

Qi
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Thus by the Aronson-Serrin theorems, |z| = |( w2)^| < C\ and |z|„ = |(w2)^|< C2 in Q3.

Hence,

9/^1/4

\{ul)Ax0' ro)l = 2/)'15<3a_2)/2a|(w2)^(0,1)| < = Q{uk(x0, t0))l/4

for a > 4/5. Also we can assume that a is smaller than (3a - 2)/2a. Then

l("it).v(-*i> h) -(ul)Ax2■ '2)! < 2r18(3a-2)/2a|(w2)^(g1, — (w2)^(g1, J2)|

l*i ~ *2!° + l'i " h\"/2 " - £2\° + \Sl - s2\2'2)

< 2b-1-°8[0a-2)-°a + a)V2aC2 < 2b~1"C2M2

= C5(K2,MuM,t0,D0).

In particular, C4 and C5 do not depend on 5.

Differentiability of u2. Now we will prove that u2 is differentiable with respect to x, for

every / > 0. We divide the proof in two cases:

(i) If u(x0, t0) = 0, since u is a-Holder continuous in x, |w(x, t)| < Kx\x - x0|° and

"2(*o> '0) - u2(x0, t0)

h
< Kxhla~l - 0

as h -> 0 for a > 1/2.

(ii) If u(x0, t0) = 8 > 0, by the uniform continuity of u and the uniform convergence of

{ uk}, there is an integer kQ and a neighborhood D0 of (x0, t0) in which

< uk(x, t) < 15 for k > kQ.

By the previous lemma, |(w*)x|a < C5 in a subdomain D0l. Thus we can extract a

subsequence {uk } such that {(w2 )t} converges uniformly in a compact subdomain of

Dm containing (x0, t0).

Since {uj } converges uniformly to u2 we conclude that (u2)x = lim^. )x, for

every x in that subdomain. Therefore (u2)x. exists everywhere.

Completion of the proof. Now we fix R and tl. We prove that there exists a subsequence

{uk,,} of {ma} such that {(u2kn)x} converges pointwise to(w2)tin DRl].

Let n > 2 and Bn = {(x, t) £ DRh/u{x, t) > 1 /«}. For (x0, t0) e Bn, with u(x0, t0)

= 5 ^ 1/n as before, there is an integer k0 and a neighborhood D0, in which <

uk(x, t) < fS for k > k0. Then by the regularity lemma there is a D0l < D0 such that

Kma)vIo< ^5 'n An- compactity we can cover Bn with finitely many of these

neighborhoods and take C6 to be the maximum of the C5's. Then |( x|„ < Q in Bn, so

there exists a subsequence {uk ,,} such that {(uj n)x) converges uniformly in Bn. Then,

out of this sequence and by the same arguments we extract a subsequence {"*,,,+1} such

that {(ul,„ + i)x} converges uniformly in Bn + V We repeat for every n and pick a diagonal

subsequence {uk k}. We claim that {(«^)x} converges pointwise to (u2)x in DRLet

17 > 0 be given. If u(x0, t0) = 0, by the differentiability of t/2, (u2)x(x0, t0) = 0. Since

{u2k k} converges uniformly to u2 and uk k(x0, t0) = Sk ^ ek > 0, by the regularity lemma

6 and since 8k -> 0, KMit,*)jc(*o> 'o)l ^ Q8\/A < i) for k large. If u(x0, t0) > 0 we pick a

positive integer r such that u(x0, t0) > 1/r. Then (x0, t0) £ Br and since {«* *} is a
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subsequence of [uk.,} for k > r, and {(uj r)x) converges uniformly in B, to (u2)x, we

have \(u2k r)x(x0, t0) - (u2)x(x0, /0)| < V for k large, and thus \(u2kk)x(x0,t0)-

(u2)x(x0, /0)| < Tj for k large.

We now finish the proof of the main theorem. We let go to 0 and R go to oo and pick

a diagonal subsequence, that we call again {«A}. Then the corresponding {qk} converges

weakly to q, {{u2)x} converges pointwise to (u2)x, {uk} converges uniformly on compact

sets to u, and ek(B(uk)qk - /a(uk)) converges to 0. In this form all the integrals converge

in (30), (31) and we obtain a weak solution of problem (1) and (2).

The solution we have obtained has the following property: If u0(x) > 0 in (jc1s x2) and

u0(x) = 0 otherwise, then the set P[u] = {(*, t)/u(x, t) > 0} is bounded by a decreasing

curve x = ^(0 through (Xj,0) and an increasing curve x = £2(0 through (x2,0). We

prove this assertion by means of the next two lemmas.

Lemma 7. Let t0 e [0 , T). If u(x0, t0) = rj > 0, then there is a positive constant K,

independent of e, such that ue(x0, /) > AT tj2 for every t > t0. In particular, if u0(x0) > 0

then u(x0, t) > 0 for every t > 0.

Proof. Let Lx[z] = (zzx)x — Nz — z„ N > 2Ml, and assume we have a bounded

solution v in £2rof

(vvx)x - Nv = v,, i'(.v,0) = u0(x) + e. (32)

Then LJt/J < 0 = Lx[v] and v(x,0) < ue(x,0), so by the maximum principle, u(x, t) <

ue(x, t) in fir. We can obtain solutions of (32) by considering the transformation

T) = i _ Ntv(x> ?(T) = ~ Nt).

Then (32) transforms into

wT=(wwx)x, w(x,0) = u0(x) + e. (33)

Let w be the unique solution of (33) (that exists by Theorem 2 in [12]). This solution is

obtained as the limit of solutions to the boundary value problems:

(w"w")x = w", w"(x,0) = u0(x) + e, w"(±n1 t) = u0(±n) + e.

Let a = x0 — tj/2M0, b = x0 + r\/2M0. Since w0 is Lipshitz with constant M0, uQ(x) >

r//2 in [a, b]. We consider

 2 7?
w =    (x — a)(x — b) and L2[z ] = (zzx) — zt.

(b — a) + 4r)T

Then L1[wr]] = 0 < L2[w\, iv(x,0) < tj/2 < h,1)(x,0) and w(a, r) = 0 < wv(a, t). Fur-

ther, w(b, t) = 0 < w^ib, t), so w < wv in [a, b] X [0 , t) for any t < \/N.

At x = x0 we obtain

w(xo, t) = ^   < w^Xq, t).
2(b - a) + 8tjt

Since this holds for every n, the same is true for w. Thus

/ \ v(b ~ ~' Nt) tj2 Ne~yT
ue(x0, t) > —  r   > -ir ■  r,

2(b — a)' + 8tjt ^ ^ + 2A/0"

and the result follows with K = Ne~NT/2{N + 2M02).
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Lemma 8. For t0 e [0 , T), the support of u(x, t0) is an interval £2(^0)]-

Proof. Suppose not. Then there exists a point (x0, t0) for which u(x0, t0) = 0 and

u(x, t) is positive for some values of x before x0 and after x0. Pick a point a > x0 with

u(a, t0) = t] > 0. By Lemma 1, x0 > x2 and u(x0, t) = 0 for ? < t0. By the continuity of u

and the uniform convergence of {} for k larger than a certain k0, wft(x0, t) < rj/4 and

there is a neighborhood D0 containing (a, t0) in which u^(x, t) > tj/2. We also pick k0

large such that ek < rj/4. Then in the domain [x0 , 00) X [0 , ?0), < rj/4 on the lower

and left boundaries, and u tends to ek < tj/4 as |jc| —► 00, so by the maximum principle,

u cannot be larger than tj/2. This contradiction proves the lemma.
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